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LUSIN SETS AND WELL ORDERING THE CONTINUUMi

DAVID PINCUS AND KAREL PRIKRY

ABSTRACT.    A Lusin set is constructed in a model of set theory

which lacks a well ordering of the continuum.

y

I. Introduction.   A Lusin set is a subset  ß C R such that |B| = 2

and   |B O X| < Xn2 for any X of the first Baire category.   A Lusin set can

be proved to exist from the continuum hypothesis and the existence of a

well ordering of the continuum.   We shall show that neither of the above

conditions is necessary for the existence of a Lusin set.   More precisely:

Theorem.   Let M be a model of ZFCA   Let H be the Cohen-Halpern-

Livy model described in §11.   // a Lusin set exists in M then a Lusin set

exists in H.

The theorem establishes the nonnecessity of the conditions since the

continuum cannot be well ordered in H and, by a suitable choice of M, the

continuum hypothesis can be as false as one could wish (see Remarks III. 1

and III.2).   §11 consists of a proof of the above theorem.   §111 is a discus-

sion of the existence of other pathological linear sets in models of set

theory lacking a well ordering of the continuum.

II. A Lusin set in H.  Let M be a fixed model of ZFC and let A be a

fixed Lusin set in M.   The Cohen-Halpern-Lévy model H(M) (or simply H)

is constructed as follows.

Fix 0 e M such that O is a 1-1 onto function from co x co to co.   Let

a £ 2" be Cohen-generic [9, p. 33] over M.   In M(a) define a. £ 2W via a .(j) -

(<D(2, 7)).   Set D = \a.: i £ co\ and H = M(D u \D\).   Clearly  MC H C M(a).
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2 K    is the  ath infinite well ordered cardinal. 2       is the cardinal of the cort-
ex

tinuum, R.    |X| is the cardinal number of X.

3 ZF denotes the usual Zermelo -Fraenkel set theory.   All models mentioned

here are models of ZF.   ZFC denotes Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with choice.
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Alternative descriptions of H can be found in [l, pp. 136—141] and [4].

From these sources:

II. 1.    R cannot be well ordered in H.

11.2. (2K°)A1 = (N(R))H and CfM(a) = CfH(a).4

11.3. The axiom of choice for families of well orderable sets holds in

H.

The Lusin set B of H is described quite simply in terms of A. Identify

each a . £ D with the real number whose decimal expansion is a .. If G £D ,

the set of finite subsets of D, write

t- = ia.   + a.   + • • • + a. )    ,   ,       r<* = 0,
G z 1 i2 in  mod 1 v

where the  a.    ate the distinct members of G.   Set:
1j

AG = A + rG = \x + rG: x e A\,       B =    U     AG.
GeD*

It is clear that the definition of B can be carried out in H.   It remains

to show that B is a Lusin set in //.   In preparation for this we develop below

some more technical facts about generic reals and the Cohen-Halpern-Levy

model.

11.4. Every finite  G C D  is a set of product generic Cohen reals [9,

pp. 9-I4].
II. 5-    If G   - G   4 0 then any x + rc     (x £ A) is Cohen-generic over

1
M(G2).

II.5   follows from II.4 together with the fact that ground model trans-

lates of a Cohen-generic real are Cohen-generic, and mod 1 sums of product

generic Cohen reals are Cohen-generic.

II. 6   (Immediate from II. 5).   If  G, ¡^ G2 then AC   ° AG   = & '

II.7   (From II.5  and the definition of Cohen-generic).   For all closed

nowhere dense X e VG     and for all  G   such that G   - G   4 0, AG   n X =

0.
In   IL7 ^G    denotes the class of sets with codes in M(G  ).   VG    would

be written D(G2) in [ll.

II.8.    \B\ = 2X°in H.

4 K(X) denotes the least  X    which is greater than or equal to the cardinal of

every well ordered Y c X.   Cf of the   ordinal a denotes the least ordinal cofinal

with a.   Superscripts denote relativization to the indicated classes.
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Proof.  The exposition of H in [l] yields that the equation  2
XO

\D   x (2   °)   | holds in H.   Let / £ M be a 1-1, onto mapping (2     )    -» A.

* X0 M
Define in H g: D   x (2     )    —* B via g(G, a) = f(a) + rG.   g is 1-1 and onto

by  II.6.    This proves the lemma.

II.9.   Lemma.   "|B O X| <   KQ for first category X" holds in H.

Proof.  Let X be of the first category in H.   We must show  |B n X| <

N0 in H.   By II.2 and II.3 we may assume X is closed and nowhere dense.

Fix G. £ D   such that X e VG .   U = R    - X is also in G., hence so

is  J = \(r, s) : r, s rational and /     C U\.   Above  /      denotes the open in-
r,s r,s

terval determined by r and s.

X O B =   U   (ag nx)=   U   An x
GeD* CcG0

by II.7.   Thus it suffices to show   |A._ n X| <  N    under the assumption

GC G0.   |AG nX| < x0 holds in /7 iff |A n X'| < N0 holds in H where X' =

\x - rG: x £ X\.   Since  G C GQ, rG £ VG   and X' e VG .   X' is also closed

and nowhere dense.   Thus the problem for general  G C G_  is reduced to

the problem for G = 0.

For the closed, nowhere dense  X £ VGQ set XQ = X n M(GQ), (7   =

U n M(GA   It is clear that A PlX = A Cl X.  and, by standard facts on

coding [9]» X   is closed and nowhere dense in M(G ).   It therefore suffices

to show that   "\A H X0| <   H0" holds in M(GQ).

This final step uses an argument of Silver which is exposited, for

example, in [7].   We note first that  M(G.) is a generic extension of M with

respect to a countable partially ordered set (P, <).   Arguing by contradic-

tion assume "|A n X  | > N  " holds in M(GQ).   There must be some "true"

p £ P which forces x £ A O X  (y is a term representing y) for uncountably

many x e A.   Below ||- denotes "forces".

.

Y = \x: p\\-x £ A n Xj e Mr it 0

and I Y| > Kj in zM.   Let S Q - i(r, s), z-, s rational and ( 3 q < p)[?||- /    C

Í/.JI.   T = U, <r   /      is a dense open set in M since U, is dense-open
ü (r,s) ej    rs r 0 r

in M(G0).   7ny = 0 since (7n O Y =0.   Thus   Y C A n (RM - T) contra-

dicting the fact that A is Lusin in M.   This completes the proof of the

lemma and the theorem.
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III. Remarks.  III. 1.  The following is shown in [lO].

Theorem.   Let N be a model of ZFC +2       = K..    Let X £ N be a car-

dinal not cofinal with co in N.   There is a Cohen extension M of N preserv-

ing cofinalities, having a Lusin set, and in which 2      = X.

This, together with our Theorem and II.2, gives

Corollary.   Let N be a model of ZFC +2      = K .   Let X £ N be a car-

dinal not cofinal with co in N.   There is an extension H of N preserving co-

finalities, having a Lusin set, satisfying N(R) = X, and having no well

ordering of R.

III.2. It is remarked in [2] that for N a model of ZFC + GCH and any N-catdi-

nal X > co one can find an extension H of N preserving cofinalities and satisfying

N(R) = X.   One might thus hope to drop the hypothesis that À is cofinal with co in

the corollary of III. 1.   This is possible as we outline below  for the case À = K   .

For each 72 e co let D    be an independent set of K  -sequences of inde-
7Z ZZ *

pendent Cohen reals (see [l, pp. 129-134]).   Set H* = N[\D  : 72 e cú\].   For

a finite  GCÖ„U_U D_  (72 least) and a < N_ define
0

r" = zz°   + ■■■ + a°   +aa  + ■ ■ ■ + aa
G      n ik     n n

where  i , . .. , i,   ate indices of sequences in D.U  ... uD and 7  , . .. ,

7, are indices of sequences in D  .   Set

B = U     U   A + r£
G    a<Hn

where A is a Lusin set in L.   The arguments of §11 prove that B is a Lusin

set in H .   Lemma II.9 works because every closed nowhere dense  X £ H

is coded in some   L(b), b £ H  , b Cohen generic, by a countable chain con-

dition argument.

Remarks  III. 1   and III.2   form the basis for the assertion that our theo-

rem permits the continuum hypothesis to be "as false as one could wish."

It is also possible (as in the model of [9]) to have a non-well orderable con-

tinuum    together    with    the     continuum    hypothesis     in    the     form

~ 3M[K < M < 2 ]. We do not know whether a Lusin set can exist under

such conditions. Remark 111.3(a) below implies that no Lusin set exists in

the model of [9].

III.3.  We list some other sets which exist in H.
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(a) Nonperfect set. This is a  B C R such that |B| = 2        and any closed

F C B satisfies |F| < N..   A Lusin set is nonperfect ([5] gives a proof of

this without resort to the axiom of choice).   The existence of a nonperfect

set can be established by reworking §11 even if a Lusin set does not exist

in M.

(b) Nonprincipal ultrafilter on J(co).  This exists by the prime ideal

theorem for Boolean algebras, which holds in H by [4].   Its image under the

"binary decimal" map to the unit interval is a set which is nonmeasurable

and without the Baire property (see the introduction to [6]).

(c) Vitali set.  This is a choice function on the set of equivalence

classes of reals under the relation "x ^ y «-» x - y is rational".

A Vitali set is well known to be nonmeasurable and without the Baire

property.   Its existence is clear from II.3  and was first remarked by Fefer-

man.

We would be interested in knowing whether a Hamel basis for R over Q

(the rationals) exists in H or in any other model in which R cannot be well

ordered»

111.4. The Feferman model, F, is the subclass of H consisting of sets

hereditarily definable in H using parameters in R U M. 5   None of the sets

discussed in III.3 exists in F.

That no nonperfect set exists in F was recently communicated to us by

John Truss.   Feferman [3] proved that no nonprincipal ultrafilter on  j(cú)

exists in F and stated that Scott had shown the nonexistence of a Vitali

set in F.   The nonexistence of a Hamel basis is established similarly.   The

existence of a Hamel basis implies the existence of an additive function

/: R —► Q such that / is the identity on Q.   Symmetry considerations show,

however, that if x is generic over the definition of / and q £ Q  is such that

0 < q and q is sufficiently small then f(x + q) = f(x).

On the other hand none of the three main results in the model of L9J

X0
hold for F.    K    < 2       in F so there is an uncountable set with no perfect

subset.   Lemma II.9 is used in [6] to remark that a set without the Baire

property exists in F.   It will be remarked in III.6 that a nonmeasurable set

exists in F.

111.5. A heuristic duality theory exists connecting notions having to do

5 This is a slight modification of the model studied in [3, p. 3431-   It is dual

to the model of Solovay studied in [8, §4].   Consistencies established in F do not

depend on an inaccessible cardinal, unlike those of [9J.
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with Baire category and notions having to do with Lebesgue measure.   Dual,

in this sense, to a Lusin set is a co-Lusin set, a subset  B C R  such that

|B| = 2      and |B n X| < KQ for any X of measure 0.   It is natural to ask

whether a co-Lusin set exists in H (when, let us say, a co-Lusin set exists

in M).   The answer is no.   The key fact here, due to Solovay, was stated by

Silver in unpublished lectures at the 1967 UCLA summer institute.

Fact.   If zz is Cohen-generic there is no Solovay-generic (random see

[9, p. 33]) real in L(a).

r.

Corollary.   R     is the union of null sets coded in M.

The corollary, together with II. 1., IL2, and II.3 immediately implies

the nonexistence of a co-Lusin set in H.

III.6.   The following theorem was recently communicated to us by John

Truss.   DC denotes the axiom of dependent choice (see [9]).

Theorem (ZF + DC).   // every set is Lebesgue measurable then Le-

besgue measure is well ordered additive (i.e.    K    additive ¡or every ordinal

We deduce

Corollary (ZF + DC).   // every set is Lebesgue measurable and M is

any transitive class modeling ZFC then all but a null set of reals are Solo-

vay-generic over M.

DC holds in F (dualizing the argument of [8, p. 407]).   Thus by the

corollary and the fact of III. 5  there is a nonmeasurable set in F.

We remark that the theorem and its corollary dualize according to the

correspondence

Lebesgue measurable -\, Has Baire property

Well ordered additive measure ^ Well ordered Baire category theorem

Solovay-generic ~- Cohen-generic

Null set ~ First category set

HI.7.  A natural attempt to dualize the model H is to form the model H +

from M(s), s Solovay-generic, in the same way as H is formed from M(a), a

Cohen-generic.   We found it easier to work with a model // + + formed from

■    Kq./M . . ,       1    Ko Noi^
M(t), t a Solovay-generic subset of |2      |   , using a <P pairing |2       x 2

witn \Z      I    .
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An argument of Solovay shows that the support theory (see [l, p. 140])

works in H    and H + +.   Also, since III.5  dualizes, one has no Lusin set in

H+ or H + +.   We can obtain a co-Lusin set in H + + but we do not know about

H + .   The prime ideal theorem, or even a nonprincipal ideal in J (co), is open

in both H+ and H++.

The reader is referred to [8, §4] for a discussion of the dual of F.
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